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TREE DAY IS BRIGHT
WITH IRISH STORIES
Maeve, Conchubar, and Deirdre Of
The Sorrows Bring With Them
Mysterious Beauty
DRUIDS MARCH IN DIGNITY
Maeve, the proud lovely queen of
Ireland, came to Wellesley as the
Senior Mistress to preside with her
Aides over the Tree Day festivities on
the afternoon of Tuesday, June 8. As
is the custom on Tree Day, there was
the formal entrance of the classes,
followed by an address of welcome by
the senior president, Elizabeth Howe.
Then Guest House Lawn suddenly be-
came a part of the old, wild Ireland
where beautiful and tragic humans
longed for and sometimes found the
Lands of Eternal Joy and Youth,
where druids were wise and far-see-
ing, where young heroes were brave
and beauty-loving, aud strange jolly
leprechauns skipped crazily in an
abandonment of dancing.
The story for the program of Tree
Day, which was written by Judith
Stern, gave an unusual and brilliant
setting for Tree Day gayety. A Boy
anil Girl bring out a great book to
read, a book called The Plough, and
The Sun, and The Hazel Tree, the
three things most beloved in Ireland.
From this hook came the famous
characters of Irish epic and mythol-
ogy, King Conchubar, Queen Maeve,
Deirdre of the Sorrows, Midnir, Etain.
Cuchulain, as well as the mysterious
Sidhe folk and pale, beautiful god-
women. The Senior Mistress, Cather-
ine McGeary, took the form of Maeve,
Hi. proud queen, and her Ahi.-'s w i>
Augusta Mason, Nancy Miller, Phyllis
Pimm, and Mary Sime. The little Boy
was Alice Abbott, the Freshman Re-
ceiver of the Spade, and the little
Girl, Carol Martin, the Freshman
Mistress. After the Boy and Girl
closed their book of Irish stories, the
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)





JUNE PLAY WILL BE
PRODUCED NEXT WEEK
SOME OF SCENERY COMPLETED
Preparations continue for The
School for Scandal, this year's June
play, to be given at Alumnae Hall
Friday and Saturday, June 18 and 19.
The cgstumes for the play are to be
those used by the Tyler revival pro-
duction which played in Boston last
fall. Some of the scenery is to be
hired, but a large part is to be made
by the members of Bamswallows
the
The School for Scandal
the intrigues and plots carried on in
eighteenth century society. Lady
Sneerwell, in league with Sir Joseph
Surface, schemes to arrange for a
marriage between Sir Joseph and
Maria, who is in love with Sir Charles
Surface, his brother. Lady Sneer-
well persuades her ward, Sir Peter
Teazle, and others, that Sir Charles
is utterly worthless, by propogating
all sorts of slanderous tales, so as to
make it impossible for Maria to marry
Sir Charles without ruining her stand-
ing in society. Sir Charles is proved
proper gentleman, however, when
his uncle. Sir Oliver Surface, returns
i India, and, disguised as a money-
lender, goes to see his nephew about
in he has heard such scandalous
i of his luxurious living. Sir
Charles proves himself worthy in the
of bis old uncle by refusing to
s-.'ll the portrait of sir Oliver, after
having stripped the walls of all other
portraits of members of his family.
Sir Joseph suffers a downfall, at the
d of the play, on the other hand, for
he refuses to help his uncle Sir Oli-
who. disguised as a poor man,
begs a little aid from one who is sup-
posedly a devout and charitable man.
His nefarious character is exposed
also in the scene where Sir Peter
Teazle finds Lady Teazle behind a
(Continued on Page 2, Col, 2)




Frances Baume, Katharine Fuller.
Elizabeth Hardham, Beatrice Kenny,
Grace Loveland. Diantha Lyman.
Genevieve Miner. Louise Rothen-
berg. Elizabeth Ruhnka, Helen
Sawin, Margaret Smith. Nancy
Sonthworth, Elizabeth Swan, and
Ethel Vivian.
Baccalaureate Vespers:
Janet Baxter, Eleanor Beardslee,
Mary Broderick, Ruth Evelyn Camp-
hell, Mary B. ('reveling, Eleanor
Delano, Helen M. Jones, Catherine
Overbeck, Helen Powers. Constance
Stanton, Gertrude Stokes, and Bea-
trice Tear.
President Pendleton's Reception:
Margaret Ayer, Dorothy Dinan,
Katharine Graves, Edith Jonas, Rose
Lobenstine, Isabel MacKerracher,
Janet Pinney, Sumiye Seo, and
Mary E. Turner
Commencement:
Eleanor Blinn. Dorothy Bolte, M,
Leonie Chandonnet, Dorothy Cooper,
Edith Damon, Margaret Eliason,
Frances Furber, Mary Graff. Gladys
Howland, Elvire Huthsteiner, Rosa-
mond Lane, Mary F. Runyon. Dor-
othy Williams and Ruth V. Norton.
ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT'S DUCKS
ACHIEVE PUBLICITY AND FAME
tin-
Zoology Department recently achieved
notoriety when their picture appeared
in the Boston American. These ducks
were hatched by Miss Williamson's
class in embryology. Usually the
class raises chickens, but this year,
for variety, duck eggs were used. The
Zoology Department shows with pride
a photograph of a head-on. view of a
most small but self-reliant duck
planted firmly in front of the camera,
looking it squarely in the eye. This
photograph in the interests of Zoo-
logy is labelled "Duck, Pyramus".
Mr. Blacker, who took home Pyra-
us' fellow-duckling, had bad luck,
id so there is no Thisbe. Pyramus,
who is at present under the care of
Leavitt, is thriving in the com-
onship of several plebian chickens.
He is about one month old and accord-
to Miss Leavitt, is at present a
somewhat ugly duckling since he has





June Play. Alumnae Hall, at 8
P. M. (Alternate date, June 19.)
Saturday, June 19
June Play as above (alternate date)
Houses open to Alumnae at 11:00
A. M.
Mary Hememvay Alumnae Associa-
tion Annual Meeting and Lunch-
Society Annual Meetings and
Luncheons.
Garden Party. Durant Lawn, at 3:00
P. M, Senior Dances at 4:00 P. M.




Baccalaureate Service. 11:00 A.M.
Houghton Memorial Chapel. (No
tickets necessary.)
An Hour of Music. 4:00 P.M.
Houghton Memorial Chapel.
(No tickets necessary)
Vesper Service. 7:30 P.M. Hough-
ton Memorial Chapel.
(Admission by ticket only)
Monday, .Tune 21
Class Meetings. 0:00-12:00 A.M.
Alumnae Procession. 1:30 P. M.
Formation on Norumbega Hill,
followed by march to Alumnae
Hall to hold Annual Meeting of
Wellesley Alumna Association.
President's Reception. S:00 P.M.
Tower Court, for Alumnae Sen-
iors, and Guests.
I iiesdiij, June 32
Commencement Procession. 10:30
A. M. Formation on Norumbega
Hill.
Commencement Exercises. Address
by Professor Chauncey Tinker.
{Admission by ticket only).
Annual Meeting Wellesley Stu-
dent's Aid Society. 4:00 P. M.
Room 24. Founders Hall.
Alumnae Assembly. 7:30 P.M.
Alumnae Hall.
FLOAT NIGHT RESULTS
IN VICTORY FOR 1928
Lake Waban U Scene Of Crew Races
And Colorful Pageant Of
Fairy Stories
3 OLD ENGLISH W'S AWARDED
Enchanted floats people with fa-
miliar fairytale folk, the flashing
oars of the crews, and perfect weather
all combined to make Float Night this
year a most festive and successful oc-
casion. Amid the excited cheers of
the onlookers the sophomore boat sped
to victory in the competition of first
crews. The score stood: sophomores
83 points, juniors 76, seniors 72, and
freshmen 54. The second crew compe-
tition resulted in victory for the
seniors with a score of 100. The
freshman crew made 70 points, the
sophomore 55, and the junior 25.
With the coming of darkness the
lake was transformed into fairyland.
Hansel and Gretel were there in front
delectable gingerbread house; the
beautiful Rapunzel let down her gold-
air from her castle window; and
es and princesses stepped forth
the pages of story-books into real
The floats were all exceptionally
artistic and colorful. Perhaps the
co most effective ones were the
oosc Girl, which stood out for its
mpiicity and clearness, and the
Sleeping Beauty with its unusually
beautiful setting for the properly ro-
tic prince and princess.
NOTICE
From June 5 to 22 there will be in
the Art Museum an Exhibition of
Studies for some of the Mural dec-
orations of the Boston Public Library,
lent by Miss Grace Nichols.
MISS SLACK MADE PROFESSOR
OF COMPOSITION AT H0LLINS
Miss Elvira J. Slack, who has been
teaching at Hollins College. HolIins
:
Virginia, has been made full Profes-
sor of English Composition for nexl
year, and will remain at the college,
Miss Slack was an instructor in Rhe-
toric and Composition at Wellesley
from 1921 to 1925.
RECEIVERS OF SCHOLARSHIP
FOR 1926-27 ARE ANNOUNCED
At the last formal chapel services
r this year the President read the
mies of nine members of 1926 who
have been honored by the receiving
scholarships for the coming year in
stitutions both at hoiue and abroad.
To Elizabeth East goes the Zoology
scholarship, and to Dorothy Arnold
the Botany scholarship at Woods Hole
for the summer of 1926. From seven
change scholarships open to all col-
lege seniors in this country two, in
were given to Wellesley stu-
dents: the one given to Katharine
Drake is to be used at the Lycee de
Lyons and the other given to Marian
Carter to be used at the Lycee de Bor-
deaux. Two graduate scholarships of-
fered by the Trustees of the College
for study in France were awarded to
Alice Sachs and Helen Wilcox. Mar-
garet Keister received a fellowship in
Economics at the Robert Brookings
Graduate School in Washington. The
Fellowship offered by the School of
Fine Arts, Crafts, and Decorative
sign to students who have majore
Art at Wellesley College has been
awarded to Ruth Erb who fully met
the requirements of excellence
practical art work.
Another recognition of merit goes
to Margaret Mesmer who received
honorable mention in an examination




Famous Actor Accepted Honorary
Membership In Class Of
1926 Last Fall
WILL VISIT WELLESLEY
Quite outside the pale of college
presidents, professors, and clergymen
who have appealed to Wellesley
classes of former years is Mr. Walter
Dougherty Hampden, chosen to be the
honorary member of the class of
1926. Although as an actor he stands
out in contrast to the previous class
honorary members, he is none the
less a student and a thinker. H«
has, moreover, shown notable interest
in student bodies when delivering
commencement addresses in various
schools and colleges. In his numer-
ous theatrical roles he has given the
American stage abundant occasion for
Ili- ) i!i.
, but
(Con Page 2, 1)
NOTICE TO ALL FRIENDS OF
SHAKESPEARE AND OF GARDENS
The Shakespeare Garden, which was
i grave danger oE being replaced by
mass of shrubbery, is to be kept.
The Alumnae Association has come to
the rescue and out of current funds
assures the upkeep of the garden
through next year, during the transi-
tion period while the Alumnae Fund is
being discussed. As a garden it will
surely be a success, for the Botany
Department has consented to super-
vise the gardening. The English Lit-
erature Department is to see to the
Shakespearean labels.
Meanwhile friends of Shakespeare
and of gardens are eager to increase
the permanent Maintenance Fund
toward the sum of $6000, so that the
income every year will ensure that tho
"eternal summer" of this bit of dis-
tinctive landscape gardening "shall
not fade." We have already a nucleus
of $200 given in 1916 by the generous
class of '81. To that has been added
ntly about $200 more. Wouldn't
like to have a share in creating
this "thing of beauty" so that it shall
be "a Joy forever"?
Those who recall the lovely May
morning in 191G when the garden was
dedicated, and those who care for
Shakespeare, will surely wish to help.
If everyone who has enjoyed the
beauty of the Garden this spring, or
in the past; the golden daffodils, the
"pale primrose." the purple hyacinth,
the nodding columbine, would contrib-
ute, we should soon have our Fund
We may not be able to sing like the
songsparrow, or even like the catbird
who seem to be rejoicing over the Gar-
den these days, but we can make sweet
music by the chink of our silver c<
or the rustle of our dollar-bill
cheek. "Every little helps." and
free will offerings, however small:
ten cents or fifty, or a dollar, or more,
will be welcome. There is a conven-
ient box in the ever-obliging Informa-
tion Bureau. Or the money may be
given directly to Miss Dwight, Alum-
nae General Secretary.
Af. P. C.
admit his stolid cxponence and praise
his excellently trained, cultured voice.
so full of divers stage accomplish-
ts. His stage presence, too,
evokes enviable comment. Just now
Brown University is planning to show
ts appreciation of him by presenting
iim with an honorary degree this
month. It is hoped that Mr. Hamp-
den will be able to reach Wellesley
in time for the class supper of 1926,
but in case work should detain him
he will be entertained at tea on the
afternoon of Baccalaureate Sunday.
Favors Class Who Chose Him
Since receiving the word of his
election to honorary membership last
fall Mr. Hampden has been most, kind
to members of the senior class. He
has sent New Year's or other seasonal
greetings to them by telegram. When
they are in New York he has cordially
invited them to his performances and
at the close of the play he stops to
chat or introduce them to the leading
players.
Mr. Hampden first appeared on the
stage with F. R. Benson's Company in
classical repertoire in England during
the year 1901. Subsequent to this
initial effort he took a leading role
at the Adelphi Theatre in London for
three eonsecntive seasons. It was in
1905 that he first acted Hamlet, suc-
ceeding the younger Irving in the
part. Then in 1907 he returned to the
United States where he played in
U'ont ed on Pag Column 1)
ALUMNAE HALL HAS GREATER
CAPACITY FOR COMMENCEMENT
For many years the seating capacity
of the chapel has been inadequate for
the large numbers of people attend-
ing Commencement. When Alumnae
Hall was built it was looked upon as
the natural solution of the problem.
Last year, however, the Hall was not
in perfect trim. The terraces were
either shaggy or bare while the gen-
eral appearance of the surroundings
was unfinished so that it was thought
better to defer using it for Commence-
ment until this year.
Although the class of 1926 might
have preferred using (he chapel, there
is no doubt that the audience will be
grateful for the change. The capacity
of Alumnae Hall exceeds that of the
Chapel even when supplemented with
camp chairs, by one hundred seats.
What is more, the hundred seats are
comfortable chairs.
A. K. X. CAFETERIA
BRING YOUR FAMILIES
COMMENCEMENT WEEK
JUNE 16, 17, 18, 21, 22
All day from 9:30 a.m.-6:00 p.rr
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The Servant in the House, The Yello
Jacket, Salome, Caliban. The Wayfar-
er, and other plays. His Shakespear-
ean tours have been many, hut prob-
ably his most popular success is tc
be found in his production of Cyrano
de Bergerac, which ran at the Nati
al Theatre in New York throughout
the year 1923-24. It later
Boston and was undoubtedly a power-
ful influence in the choice of Mr
Hampden as honorary member of the
class of 1926.
Honorary Members Xo IVew Tiling
The list of men and womei
have been chosen as honorary
bers of Wellesley's graduating classes
includes many renowned names. Only
eight classes in all since 1879 have
failed to have an honorary member.
Some classes, even, have had two oi
three. The files read:
1879 Mr. Henry Fowle Durant
1SS0 Pres. Ada L. Howard of Wel-
lesley
1S82 Mrs. Durant
1883 Mrs. William Claflin
1884 Pres. Alice E. Freeman of Wel-
lesley
1885 Dr. Alexander McKenzie
1886 Prof. Eben N. Horsford
1S87 Oliver Wendell Holmes
( Dr. Lyman Abbott
1888
^
prof George Herbert Palmer
( Dr. Phillips Brooks
1889
) Mrs. H. B. Goodwin
( Prof. Henry Drummond
1890
} Hon. Chauncey Depew
f Prof. Helen A. Shafer of Wel'y
1891 \ Hon. John D. Long
I Dr. Clement S. Robinson
( Mr. George Kennon
1892
| Dr Winiam s _ Rainsford
\ Mrs. Mary E. B. Roberts Smith
1893
) Dr. Charles Cuthhert Hall
1595 Mrs. Julia J. Thorn Irvine
1596 Miss Mary Alice Knox
1899 Pres. Mary Emma Woolley of
Mt. Holyoke
1900 Miss Helen Miller Gould
1901 Mr. John D. Rockefeller
1903 Pres. Caroline Hazard of Wel-
lesley
1905 Pres. Pendleton of Wellesley
1908 Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton
1909 Prof. Margarethe Miller of Wel-
lesley
1910 Prof. Hamilton C. Macdougall
1911 Miss Edith S. Tufts
1912 Prof. Mary W. Calkins
1913 Prof. Vida D. Scudder
1914 Prof. Martha H. Shackford
1915 Prof. Mabel E. Hodder
1916 Mr. Edwin Farnham Greene
1917 Mr. Ralph Adams Cram
1918 Dr. Raymond W. Calkins
1919 Dr. Albert Parker Fitch
1920 Mr. George Howe Davenport
1921 Mr. Lewis Kennedy Morse
1922 Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin
1923 Mr. Elihu Root
( Miss Seal Thompson
) Dr. Samuel McChord Crothers
f Dr. Gordon B. Wellman
} Dr. Hugh Black
\ Dr. E. A. Mc. Gamble




IN Y1CTORY FOR 1938
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
Before the pageant came the tradi-
tional parade of class crews, forma-
tion of the W, and singing of the
songs. The 1929 boat was christened
Blue Streak, and there followed the
awarding of cups and W's hy Virgin
Wellington. When the fairy folk had
passed once more into the realm
fancy, the Varsity Crew sped acr
the lake in perfect form, cheered
by enthusiastic friends on shore,
blaze of fireworks from the other side
of the lake brought the evening to
fitting close.
Three girls were awarded the Old
English W this spring : Kathlee
Scudder '26, Virginia Wellington '2
and Mary Neal '27; last fall it we
awarded to Helen W. Jones '26 and
Marion Lowerre '26. The award of
the Old English W is made on the ba-
interest in sports.
ral skill, good health, and
demic standing.



















The individual cup for crew we:
Virginia Thomas '26. The membe
the jity i
Bow: Virginia Thomas, '26
2. Kathleen Scudder, '26
3. Anne Fairchild, '26
4. Mary Neal, '27
5. Adelaide Ewing, '26
6. Katherine Usher, '28
7. Phyllis Holt, '27
Stroke: Harriet Clarke, '27
Coxswain: Helen Reynolds, '27
The winner of the golf tournament
ivas announced to be Jean Poindexter
28, with Ruth Weinberg '26 as runner-
lp. A cup for tennis was awarded to
Vlarion Fairfield '28.
The following girls were in charge
of the floats:
Hansel and Gretel Mary Bostwick, '27
King of the Golden Mountain
Elizabeth Muir, '28
Rapunzel j.... Eleanor Sharp, '28
The Frog Prince Katherine Sterne, '28
The Goose Girl. . .Phoebe Lamont, '28
t-White and the Seven Dwarfs
' Eloise Minish, '27
Rumpelstiltskin ..Doris Miller. '28
The Sleeping Beauty Eloise Wilson, '28
The cast of each float was as fol-
lows :
Hansel and Gretel
Hansel Gertrude Schantz, '27
Gretel Mary Bostwick, '27
Witch Catherine Houk, Unc.
King of the Golden Mountain
King Anne Peloubet, '28
Rumpelstiltskin
Rumpelstiltskin Susan Shepherd, '29
Prince Anne Sawyer, '28
Rapunzel
Rapunzel Sylvia Blair, '27
Witch Elizabeth Auryansen, '27
The Frog Prince
Princess Janet Geddes, '29
Snoic-Wliite and the Seven Dwarfs
Snow-White Margaret Hellman, '28





Mary Alice Talley, '27
Dorothy Bolte, '27
The Goose Girl
Goose Girl .....Diantha Lyman, '27
The Sleeping Beauty
Princess Kathryn Wiehe, '29
Prince Nancy Southworth, '27
i Continued from 1, Col. 2)
h\ in KiS library, after Lady
Teazle has freed herself from guilt.
The cast of the play is as follows
Sir Peter Teazle Elizabeth Farrar, '28
Sir Oliver Surface Alice Thompson, '2fi
Benjamin Backbite
Jean Poindexter,
Sir Harry Bumper Ruth Weinberg,








Sir Peter's Servant Fanny Catlett,
Joseph's Servant. . .Fanny Catlett,









UNIVERSITY WOMEN IN ITALY
The following communication from
the International Federation of Uni-
versity Women may be of interest to
readers of the College News. Any
graduate of Wellesley College becomes
automatically a member of the Inter-
national Federation of University
Women by joining the American Asso-
ciation of University Women. No
other method of membership in the
International Federation is possible.
Any graduate of Wellesley College may
become a general member of the
American Association of University
Women by paying $2 membership fee.
A blank giving instructions in regard
to the payment of this fee may be ob-
tained from the Executive Secretary,
1634 I Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
Ellen F. Pendleton.
Italiam Federation of University
Women Arranges Accommo-
dation nt Rome
The Italian Federation of University
Women is happy to announce that,
pending the construction of a club-
house, especial arrangements have
been made for the accommodation of
members of the International Federa-
tion of University Women at the Hotel
Esperia. Via Nazionale 22, Rome. This
is one of the best and most comfort-
able of the hotels in Rome. The cook-
ing is excellent, there is central heat-
ing, hot and cold water in all the
rooms and first class service.
The hotel is well situated on the
principal street, the Via Nazionale.
The proprietors, Messrs. Falconi, have
dertaken to reserve accommoda-
ns for members of the International
Federation on the following special
terms:
(a) Members from countries with
high exchange:
Pension, including full board,
service, two baths per week, and
government tax, 63 Lire per day
during the season January-
April, 57 Lire per day during
summer months.
(b) Italians and members from
countries with low exchange:
Pension terms, as above, 57 Lire
per day during season January-
April, 51 Lire per day during
summer months.
The cost of bedrooms, including
petit dejeuner, service, two baths per
;ek and government tax will be the
me for all members, 34 Lire per day.
During the winter there will be an
additional charge of 3 Lire per day for
heating.
The terms given above are intended
for members wishing to stay for a
month or more in Rome. The rate will
be slightly higher for visits of less
than a month. Special terms may he
obtained for parties traveling toget
All arrangements for accommodat:
should be made at least a week in
During the summer, members will
have the privilege of the same special
terms at the Hotel Falconi, Fiuggi, a
charming watering place in the moun-
Further information may be ob-
tained from the Hotel Esperia or from
the headquarters of the Italian Fed-
eration of University Women, via
Manin 53, Rome.
Typewriting Solicited
Work done Promptly and Carefully
SADIE J. FAIR
















coat, with collar of
clipped wool, as flatter-










Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST
Lady Assistant Tel. 823-W
THE WABAN BLOCK
WELLESLEY SQUARE











Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellesley Square
Tel. 1268-W—Res. 0529

















DOVER ROAD p h „„e Wei. 0718
Opposite the First Tee of the Wellesley College Golf Course
Single or Double Rooms, With or Without Private Bath
HOME OPEN FOR ANY OCCASION AT ANY TIME
WELLESLEY INN
Luncheons, Teas, Suppers
Rooms for Private Tea or Dancing Parties





85 SUMMER ST. 455 WASHINGTON ST.
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spade ceremony took place, with the
planting of the freshman tree.
Committees for Tree Day
Suzanne Schoenberger, '26,
president of the senior class
chairman of the Tree Day committees
The committee on plans included
Nancy Miller, "26; Katherine Drak
'26; and Judith Stern, '27. The
utive committee was as follows
Ernestine Fantl '27 Dancing
Eleanor Delano '27 Costumes
Janet Cooper '26 Properties
Ruth Reinhart '26 Music
Ruth Weinberg '26
General Arrangements
Eleanor C. Wolfe '26 Finance
Dorothy Hunting '26 Printing
Catherine Cast '29 Consulting Member
The cover design was drawn b:
Eloise Smith. '26.
Sophomores Fly Chinese Kites
Two of the events scheduled for Sat
urday did take place on that day ii
spite of the weather, the Sophomore
Kite-Flying and the final Step^Singing
for the year.
The Kite-Flying is a new instituti
which many hope will become
dition. The sophomores of Welles-
ley's sister-college, Yenching,
gay Chinese kites as a Tree Day gift
and Wellesley sophomores flew them
on Tower Court Green at 11:30, Sat-
urday morning. The kites were bright
red, green and blue ones in the form
of butterflies and dragons. This is a
beautiful custom that sophomores
will look forward to with pleasure
each year.
At the final Step-Singing in the
evening, the Village Seniors turned
over the Village keys to the jun:
who are to take their places next year.
The freshmen sang their Class Song
for the first time. The song is usually
sung around the freshman tree as a
part of the Tree Day exercises. The
seniors sang songs reminiscent of
different events of their college career,
and ended by leaving the steps, sing-
ing the song traditional to
sion. President Pendleton and P:
fessor Gamble, who sat with them
their steps, led the seniors when tl
1WLLE. RENEE JARD1N LEAVES
TO RESUME PRACTICE OF LAW
After four years at Wellesley. Mile.
Jardin is returning to France to con-
tinue her work in criminal law.
She has already been admitted to the
bar, and now plans to gain practical
experience by working with a promin-
ent lawyer in Paris. On the side, she
will work for her doctor's degree, and
keep up with her writing.
It is especially interesting to know
that Mile. Jardin, who came to this
country to gain further experience in
teaching, and to become acquainted
with America and Americans, has used
Wellesley and Wellesley girls for
terial in. her various articles
American psychology and Amer
colleges. In fact her four year
Wellesley comprise practically all of
her American experience. While here
she has written a book of poemS:
No.stalr/ies, now on press, a series oi
articles on "Essais de Psychologic
Americaine" running in the Revue des
Jeurws of which she is a collaborator,
and "Les Universites Americaines"
which will be published soon in
Revue Universelh: She is preparing
a little book. Croquis (V Amerique, that
includes college incidents and glimp-
ses of the Wellesley campus at dif-
ferent seasons of the year.
Mile. Jardin's writing was first rec
ognized in 191S when she won a priz<
in a competition for her "Ode t(
Peaee." The publishers asked for
more of her work, and in 1920 she
published a little book of poems
Medaillons, containing several wai
poems. Since then she has contrib-
uted to the Revue Francaise and the
R< rin des Jeunes. Recently Mile,
Jardin was elected member of La So-
ciete des Gens de Lettres.
Rental, in old house on
i, kitchenette, toilet
and shower, $300. Apply in writing to
Miss Farmer, 6 Sentry Hill Place, Boston
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Evidently uo attention has been giv
i since the formation of the m
r. May we say also, tliat the I
havior of the members during the ser-
needs some improvement in order
that it may be as much admired as
their singing? And finally, the organ
ought to be softened so that the voices
are not completely drowned in its
notes.
In comparison to the advances
which we have observed, the only ad-
verse criticisms that can he made, are
very trivial. The choir should re-
ceive hearty congratulations for its





For some time the editors of the
NEWS and of The Literary Supple-
ment have discussed the possibility of
changing the form of The Literary
Supplement to a quarterly magazine.
This does not imply a change in the
type of material which will he pub-
lished, but does promise a more at-
tractive presentation of the matter
now published in The Literary Supple-
ment. The Literary Supplement, as it
now stands, with its crowded news
type and long newspaper columns of-
fers such an uninteresting face that
we feel the literary efforts which are
printed are damned before the read-
ing.
In this issue of the NEWS is pub-
lished an article which expresses the
opinions of various members of the
faculty and of the student body who
have been questioned about their
views on a literary quarterly. The
criticisms are interesting and con-
structive, and we are grateful for the
care and thought which has goue into
them, for we feel increasingly the im-
le at Wel-portance of a good m
lesley, particularly as an expr
of student ability. A literary quar-
terly, and The Literary Supplement
today, can offer expression in print
and encouragement to the student whi
writes but is not now under the super
vision of the English Composition De
partment. It is unjust to say sweep-
ingly that the faculty emphasize tech-
nicality and literary conventions t(
the point where they overlook worl
which is vigorous and new, but it cai
be said that this tendency may he seen
A literary student magazine, if i
makes its mistakes, can nevertkeles:
by its immature responsiveness be a
great incentive to incipient literary
talent, and to the work which does
not follow the literary conventions of
today or of yesterday but will help to
mould those of tomorrow.
ieular activities as indicators of
student progress find themselves
watching changes in the machinery of
College Government—the simplinca-
of old rules and the discussion of
changes in the membership and
policy of the Barnswallows organiza-
; the change of the Literary Sup-
lent of the NEWS into a separate
literary magazine. They have seen
revival of an old department or-
ganization—the Deutscher Verein; and
they have seen the Forum dissolved,
last words a challenge toward a
e satisfactory organ of opinion.
r
e can safely say that much has
:i done in this fifty-first year of
Wellesley's life. The real question is:
what have we gained? There will al-
ways be some who say that most of
recent changes, aiming as they do
more efficient method and more
satisfactory achievement, lose sight of
Wellesley's standards in seeking i
practical utility. However, if we
aider the obvious increase in student
interest that has been apparent dur
ing the past year, and the tendency
toward mature thought and reasoned
activity, that has been exhibited by
many of the student body, we can!
admit failure. The emphasis upon the
practical is simply a corollary to
methods of modern thinking every-
where; we must simply transcend the
practical by adherence to the ideals
which give meaning to the achieve-
THINK IT OYER
To the Wellesley College News:
Has the practise of clapping at tin
end of the semester rather lost Its
point? Or did it ever have a point
Spontaneously when the bell rings
to close the last class of the semester,
yone claps. The length of the
Ion and the heartiness of it is
supposed to show the degree of en-
joyment in the professor or the
benefit from the course the students
have received. Students have been
heard to say that they have clapped
loudly and with great joy because they
glad they were through the
se. Now the professors can not
v whether they are very popular
ery unpopular. Also some pro-
fessors dislike the custom extremely.
Then why should they be forced to
bmit to it? Silence could just as
easily express appreciation and would
leave a better impression- Also, does
faculty invariably have to be
ious and say that it has enjoyed
the dullest class?
and faculty that
There should be such an interest
aroused in its success that professors
icelvlng papers really worth printing
ould send them to the magazine
board without being asked. In this
the magazine would offer stiuiu-
us to students in their class work as
outside. It would also offer
recognition for work of deserving
merit. I believe that under this plan.
the magazine would be one for Welles-
ley to be proud of and I am certain
that the faculty would back it up in
every way. The trouble with the last
magazine was that the students
to make it a short story magazine,
no one had time to write enough short
stories to fill it up. I suggest that
Wellesley adopt Vassar's plan, even the
name Vassar has given to her publica-
tion and that the magazine be of wide
enough scope to be really representa-
tive of our College.
A Student: This type of magazine
would be a bore. We want one with
more popular appeal.
Another Student: It should he a
magazine of high literary quality, of
college grade material. I would sug-
gest a bright cover. The same design
with the College seal might he used on
a background of a different color for
each issue.
Another Student: My suggestion
[vould be a regular column, not humor-
ous, but a series of sketches, perhaps
We are creatures of habit and would
turn to a column to which we had he-
come accustomed. My idea is that one
member of the board write this section
each time.
Still Another Student: I do not like
the "Undergraduate Studies" idea, hut
I would approve of a section devoted
to this type of material.
And now, what do you think? These
are some suggestions. Please think
them over and talk them over and
offer some of your own.
tiMn vhere I In
FIFTY YEARS—AM> ONE
The some-one who once said. "Ther
is nothing permanent except change"
might very well have been a perennial
observer of college activity. At the
close of each college year there
plenty of new projects and
achievements that when taken as a
whole form a very considerable change
in the method and machinery of col-
lege life.
Especially this yean has change
made itself felt. For those who de-
mand tangible evidence of Wellesley's
first step toward her second fifty years
of growth, there are the building op-
erations in progress—East Dormitory
and the new Botany Laboratory.
Those who are more interested in the
knotty problems of college adm
tration may look with pride to the at-
tempt made through the curriculum
committee to bring the students into
closer touch with the faculty and
officers.
Those who believe in the extra
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not held them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.




To the Wellesley College News:
We have been watching with in-
terest the work of the newly enlarged
choir since its formation this se
ter. In its short career, the choir
has undoubtedly made rapid progress.
It has shown that it possesses the
tone quality, the material with which
to work. Since every progressive
body, however, welcomes kindly sug-
gestions, we venture to criticize the
few points of weakness.
First of all. the music which the
singers attempt is too often beyond
their ability. If numbers could be
chosen that would require less emo-
tion, greater success could be at-
tained Then too, if responses are to
be sung, they should be practised.
INQUIRING REPORTER VSKS FOR
NOVEL IDEAS FOR A MAGAZINE
Question
Should a thirty-two page, bound
quarterly magazine take the place ol
The Literary Supplement next year'
Answers
Almost Everybody: By all means.
A member of the English Composi-
tion Department : I have seen another
magazine tried. That one failed but I
think Wellesley should have a publica-
tion of that sort. There were years
when the previous magazine was inter-
esting hut at times it meant too much
work and grinding out and seemed
forced. There should be enough intel-
lectual life in Wellesley College to keep
a magazine going.
Another Faculty Member: We ought
to try again. It is a shame if Welles-
ley cannot support a literary magazine.
Question
What advantages would such a mag-
ine have over the present Literary
Supplement?
Student: The Supplement is
good but a magazine would arouse
terest and there surely would
material contributed by the
students.
Another Student: The Supplement
is good in substance but uninteresting
in form. It seems an unnoticeable, a
passing thing. A real magazine would
spur people to writing. It would he
something worth while which would
stimulate writing outside of the Eng-
lish Composition classes. There are.
too, many people who love to write who
were not made for NEWS reporters.
A fairly large hoard could be made up
of students such as these.
Faculty Member: For Wellesley to
support a publication in real magazine
rm would be good for the students.
Question
What is your idea of a Literary
SOCIETIES PLAN PROGRAMS OF
WORK FOR NEXT YEAR'S STUDY
The programs of work for next year
in the various societies are now being
planned by their respective chairmen.
Margaret Ellis, head of work in
Agora, reports that that society will
make a study next year of work being
carried on in the Kentucky Mountains,
including settlements, education, etc
Margaret Ellis expects to visit the
:ucky Mountain districts this sum-
and will doubtless gather a great
leal of interesting information on th
ect which will aid the society'
Wellesley actually and for Tree Day,
too. which is a strictly forbidden af-
•
I have just had a bird's-eye
of the campus—Wellesley is such
interesting place—so historical,
you know. It's like travelling In Eu-
rope. When Araminta met me at the
she told me that the first thing
that was of interest in Wel-
lesley was the old Washington House
located on a street named for the same
famous general. Farther up the street
we passed a building called Horton.
This is, of course, where the famous
ice-cream is manufactured. As we
approached, it seemed to me that the
air grew cooler and when we were
opposite the building the atmosphere
was distinctly chilly. The building is
simply divine. They make factories
so aesthetic nowadays.
Going through the College gate we
passed East Lodge, where the Night
Watchman stays to see that the girls
don't leave the campus late at night.
I should hate to be watched like that.
We went through Christmas Tree
Alley where the I. C. S. A. grows huge
Christmas trees for the poor children.
Then we passed the cutest little place
led the Zoo Lah (which means a
Labyrinth where they keep wild ani-
mals.) It's a very old building dating
rom the Fall of Grades. Araminta
aid that proof of this dating was an
ascription above the door which,
ranslated from the Hebrew reads:
.vhi.-h
.in.! the
Hail, all Str pause
Answers
Member of the English Composition
Department; I approve of the plan
Vassar has adopted of having a Journal
for Undergraduate Studies. A college
magazine should be representative
the intellectual life of the College
it were properly conducted there w
be such cooperation between students
Society Alpha Kappa Chi, ii
{Catherine Overbeck is head of '
to study mainly the Odysseus
Narsicaa, and perhaps other
from the Odyssey (the prologi
epilogue).
Phi Sigma intends to devote next
year to the study of German folk-lore.
Margaret Kidde. head of work, reports
that tills will include legends of the
gods of nature: Thor, thunder; Luki,
craft: Wodan, earth, etc.; German
folk ballads; the heroic sagas of Nibe-
lungrn and Valsung; and the stories
in Grimm's Fairy Talcs.
ieta Alpha Society, in which Ethel
rle Henderson is chairman of
rk, has made no more definite plans
yet than that the subject of study
next year wilt he modern American
ima. The following committee is
rking with the head of work: Eliz-
abeth Hood. Virginia Pendleton, and
Celeste Pope.
Shakespeare Society, in which Ern-
estine Fantl is .head of work, has not
yet chosen the particular plays for
study next year. It will devote pro-
gram meetings to certain plays in
general, and concentrate upon one
play for its semi-open meeting.
Tan Zeta Alpha, in which Marion
Williamson Is chairman of work, will
study English Art and Music during
the eighteenth century, including the
works of the great portrait painter
Sir Thomas Lawrence, Sir Joshua
Reynolds. George Romney, ant
Thomas Gainsborough. The music
will consist of parts from famous bal
lad-operas, and of examples of the
more recent development in English
music illustrated by Sir Edward EI
gar, Cyril Scott, and Percy Grainger
of Zoology."
I wanted to stop and see the strange
animals hut we didn't have time. The
next building was a low wooden one.
Araminta said that when the College
decided to use the Barn for a dormi-
tory, they built this for the stable and
named it after the College mascot,
Adonais. They call it Ad for short.
Behind it is a Memorial Chapel built
as a memorial of the Great War on
the site of the famous Battle of Con-
cord. Another building near by, built
and uamed for the same famous battle,
is Music Hall. Under the Chapel re-
mains of dug-outs and trenches are
still to be seen in the foundations.
We saw lots of other places of in-
terest. One of them was Norumbega
which the Vikings built when they
sailed up the Charles and cast anchor
in Lake Wahan. It is supposed that
they must have come on Float Night
Otherwise their ships would have sunk
. the way. Lake Waban is queer in
is respect.
Another interesting sight was the
ins of East Dormitory, which is in
state of disrepair due to recent air
?nt to Float Night and was just
wild about the fairy stories. I used
to simply adore them "when I was
very young" as Michael Arlen says. I
never liked Co-ed colleges until I saw
Wellesley on Float Night, but now I
think they are simply precious.
I'm in Araminta's room now, writ-
ing. It's been rather a strenuous day
but everything is all over and I'll
be walking back to the village soon
where I am to stay. I think I'm go-
ing to be in a place called Fiske be-
cause Araminta said that by the time
we walked all the way to Fiske, it
would be high time to retire.
Well, I must say good-bye now. I
do think Wellesley is the most inter-
esting place I have ever visited. I
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PLYMOUTH—J/c i iv/, Merry
MAJESTIC—The Uiti Parade
TREMONT — Dearest Enemy
Helen Ford
The Repertory Theater is clo;
the season.
SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM IS
GIVEN AT VESPERS ON JUNE 6
On Sunday evening, June 6, there
was special music at the Vesper ser-
vice. The Wellesley College Choir,
\vi(]i Louise "Hall '27, as soloist, and
Professor H. C. Macdougall at the or-
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"MEMORY LANE"
THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS'
Have you tried the
delicious Luncheons at





1 SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
Philadelphia, Pa.
A one year course for college grad-








29 East 29th Street New York City 30 East 30th Street
Single Double
Comfortable Room, with Running Water S2.S0-$3.OO $3.50»4O0
Attractive Rooms With Private Bath 3JO- 4.00 5.00- 6.00
Hostess and Chaperon in Attendance
Restaurant Caters to Ladies and Gentlemen
.1/. mh,
rnest T. De Wald. Associate Profes-
sor of Art and Archaeology. Prince-
ton University
larence H. Sprague, Professor of Art.
New York University




Second Prize—Eleanor S. Mussey.
lith College
Honorable Mentions (listed alphabeti-
cally)
Kathryn Dowling, Smith College
Margaret L. Mesmer. Wellesley Col-
lege
Patrick H. Morgan. Harvard. College
The Committee on Standards of the
College Art Association of America,
hich is headed by Miss Alice V. V.
Brown of Wellesley's Art Department,
Miss Celia Hersey, also of the de-
partment here, as Its secretary.
ale from the First Son
'ta Guilmant
Intiphon Vaughan Williams
March in D Guilmant
oil': JVotc God Be With Vs
Macdougal
Organ: Pastorale Katherine Davi
Recessional
WELLESLEY SENIOR RECEIVES
A DISTINCTION IN ART AWARD
Margaret L. Mesmer '26, was one of
hose to receive honorable mention in
he awards offered by the College Art
Association of America to students of
he Class of 1926 for comprehensive
xaminations in the field of Fine Arts.
The first prize consisted of a travelling
cholarship of ?1250, the second a resi-
lent scholarship of $500 and each was
ccompanied by a medal. These awards
vere made possible through a graut
if three thousand dollars from the
Carnegie Corporation of New York.
Three honorable mentions were also
given, one was to Miss Mesmer. The
examinations took place on April 26
and May 3.
The colleges represented in the com-
petition were:
University of Missouri, Columbia. Mo.
Vassar College, Pcughkeepsie, N. Y.
Wheaton College, Norton. Mass.
Mount Holyoke College, South Hartley,
Mass.
New York University, New York, N. Y.
Newcomb School of Art. New Orleans.
La.
Oregon State Agricultural College, Cor
vallis, Ore.
University of Montana, Missoula, Mont
Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
Ohio State University, Columbus, O.
Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas, College Station, Texas.
Harvard University, Cambridge. Mass.
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
The Examining Committee met at
Barnard College through the kindness
of the College authorities. The Com-
mittee consisted cf:
Norman Walter Haring. Assistant Pro-
fessor of Fine Arts, Columbia Uni-
versity (Chairman)
Meyric R. Rogers, Professor of Art,
Smith College
PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR STATED
BY THE ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
The Alliance Franchise, which has
for its purpose "d'lnteresser ses
membres a la vie et a la lltterature
franchises et d'encourager la conversa-
tion en Frangais" announces for the
coming year six full meetings, to bf
held on Friday evenings, at which lee
tures, plays and other entertaiumen
will be provided. Besides these,
smaller informal meetings will be held
on the third Thursday of each month
ease facility in speaking and to
nt members, by prepared re-
with affairs of interest in politi-
cal and literary fields in France. At
hese gatherings different members
of the faculty will be present, and the
exclusive use of French will be re-
quired as at the larger meetings.
Ali students who have taken course
103 or are taking a grade II or grade
III course (exclusive of freshmen) are
eligible for membership, and after
midyears freshmen who have the per-
mission of the Dean and of the De-
partment Chairman may be admitted
With a view to obtaining the best pos-
sible speakers for the coming year th'
dues are being raised to seventy-five
cents. Suggestions for outside speak-
ers will be welcomed and should be
given as soon as possible to one of the
officers: Edith Jonas. Janet Pinne
Katharine Eastman and Sally Loom
MISS HENRY RECEDES FRENCH
TRAVELING FELLOWSHIP
It will be of interest to all member
of the college, to know that Miss Mar
jorie L. Henry of the French Depart
ment has been awarded a travelin,
fellowship which will enable her t
continue her research work in Franc
during the coming year.
Miss Henry's edition of Edouard
Estaunie's VAppel de la Route, the
first volume to appear in a new serie
—Contemporary France in Literatur
—has recently been published by Gin
TEACHING BIBLE TO CHILDREN
HAS MANY WAYS OF APPROACH
Mrs. Muriel Curtis of the Bible De-
partment lectured ou "The Moderu
Use of the Bible in Religious Educa-
tion" Wednesday evening, June 2, at
Billings Hall. Mrs. Curtis tried to
give (n brief form the material in-
cluded in her book on this subject.
Many of the questions which arise
in regard to bow much of the Bible
children should be taught to believe
and the truths which should be em-
phasized, are best settled by a study
of the needs and abilities of children
nious age groups. Whatever the
age of the children may be, however,
is always essential to plan ahead,
Children up to the age of seven
make no distinction between reality
and fancy, and accordingly they
should be told stories as the Hebrew
mothers used to tell their little girls
and boys. The story may be just a
story, but what the story tells us is
true. Most important to remember
is the careful selection of stories and
the emphasis upon the truth in the
Have Right to Own Opinion
As children grow older and become
of school age. their interest in reality
is developed. They demand explan-
ations, and although they often ask
frank, difficult questions, they wonder
and query inside. Stories of mistak-
en ideas of the process of nature, such
the Garden of Eden, should be ac-
companied by the explanation that
there were a great many things that
the Hebrews did not know, but they
tried to answer questions as 'best
they could. Some stories should be
told as legends, similar to the Greek
legends they hear in school. In tell-
ing miracle stories and stories told
for a purpose, as the Jonah story, it
is best to dwell not on the strangeness
but the lesson behind it. The Hebrews
believed that God was doing very won-
derful things, but we know that God
often does things in a very regular
way which we perhaps do not under-
stand. Sometimes it is very difficult
for children to reconcile worn out
conceptions of Cod with the con-
ceptions which are given to them.
Remind them that people did not un-
derstand God very well, and they
thought tilings about Him that were
not always true. Parents' points of
view differing from the teacher's will
inevitably be brought to the class, but
one only needs to suggest that all
people never agree about everything.
People think differently and every
opinion is to be respected. The same
suggestion may well apply to teachers
who do not believe as the superintend-
ent and who may hesitate to accept a
class for that reason. It does not
pay to be dogmatic.





SEE OUR NEW GIFT NUMBERS
For the Girl Bride:
Linens — Pottery — Silver
For the Girl Graduate:
Values in Lingerie — Jewelry —
Gifts of every kind
NOVELTY SHOP Wellesley
GRADUATE STUDENTS WANTED
STUDENT MEMBERS OF SERVICE
FUND COMMITTEE ARE ELECTED
The Christian Associat on an-
noimces that the following student
members have been electee to the
Service F intl Committee for n ext year.
Elected by the classes:
Helen Stovel from 1027
Mary "Worth from 1928
Olive Grabill from 1929
Elected by the Christian Associa-
tlon:
Rose Lobenstine 1927
Murit 1 Murray 1928
classes in Architectur
formed at the Boston
ration.
You are placed on oui
tenth lesson and actua
as vou learn."
graduates who are looking for place-
:rative postions at once by joining- the
and Interior Decoration now being
•rofessional School of Interior Deco-
'
stall mi' Interior Decorators after the
y are given the opportunity to "Earn
Send for illustrated literatu
Boston Professional School of Interior
Decorating and Home Building
420 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON
Tel. Kenroore 1713
ITALIAN AND GERMAN CLUBS
ELECT NEXT YEAR'S OFFICERS
The Deutscher Verein announces the





Treasurer—Frances L. Jewett, '2S.
The officers of the Italian Cluh for
next year are as follows: Helen Kauf-
mann, '27. president; Helen Joslin,
'27. vice-president; and Norma Hen-
derson, '27, secretary-treasurer. The
student executive member is to be
elected in the fall.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS




The following very useful list has
been compiled by the Department of
Economics and Sociology, and it is
now printed in this column for the
benefit especially of seniors interested
in such opportunities.
Alice I. Perry Wood, Director.
Bureau of Occupations.
Bureaus or Organizations in the United
States in which Economic Research is
being carried on.
1. U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
2. Bureau oj Applied Economics.
Southern Building, Washington,
D. C.
3. Bureau of Railway Economies
(probably) Washington, D. C.
4. Research Department, Brother-
hood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemcn, Cleveland, O.
5. National Association of Manufac-
turers. Church St. N. Y. C.
6. Labor Bureau. Madison, Ave.,
N. Y. C.
7. Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, Cleveland, Ohio.
S. Amalgamated Clothing Workers.
9. International Ladies' Garment
Workers.
10. Hart, Schaffner and Marx, Chi-
cago.
11. Dcnnison's, Framingham.
12. Joseph and Feiss Manufacturing
Co., Cleveland.
13. League for Industrial Democracy,
70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
14. Rand School of Social Science, 7
East 15th St., N. Y. C.
15. National Industrial Conference
16. National Bureau of Economic Re-
search.
17. National Consumer's League.
18. State Departments of Labor, not-
ably New York, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin.
19. Russell Sage Foundation, Division
of Industrial Studies.
20. American Civil Liberties Union,
100 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
21. American Association for Labor
Legislation
22. Federated Press, 511 North Peoria
St., Chicago.
23. People's Legislative Service,
Washington, D. C.
24. International Harvester Company.
25. Stcift and Company,
26. U. S. Steel Corporation.
There are scores of large employers
who are doing more or less in the way
of collecting library materials and pre-
paring and publishing occasional re-
ports, notably in the general fields of
welfare and thrift.
BUSINESS POSITIONS OFFERED
BY BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONS
Details concerning positions men-
tioned in this column will be forward-
ed by the Director of the Bureau of
Occupations, in response to inquiry by
letter or in office hours, 5 Administra-
tion Building, The prefixed number
should always be given.
No. 117. An offer to become assist-
ant and partner in a children's shop in
a growing town in Florida. Expenses
and profits are shared. This oppor-
tune calls for a senior or graduate
who is interested in business, and is
willing to put her efforts into a ven-
ture of this kind. The outlook for
No. US. A life insurance compani
in Boston has several positions foi
college women who would be inter
ested to take up this work. A courst
of training is offered before the active
work in the field.
of public health conditions, came to
conclusion that women trained as
es were the ones to tackle the
problem. They forthwith established
and endowed the School of Nursing at
Yale two years ago. For this reason
especially able to give an excel-
course and possesses every facil-
ity for adequate training of the stu-
dent nurses. The School is an inde-
pendent part of Yale University, giv-
ing a Bachelor of Nursing degree from
Yale at the completion of the 28
months' course (which includes two
months' vacation). It is also affiliated
for practical work with the New Hav-
en Hospital and Dispensary, the New
Haven Nursery School, the Visiting
Nurses' Association, and the Provi-
dence Psychopathic Hospital.
The Yale School is the only one of
its kind in the United States which
requires a minimum of two years of
college work, and, consequently, the
curriculum is developed on the basis
of a college woman's needs. The
courses recommended before entrance
are physics, chemistry, psychology,
economics, and sociology. Of the
present stndent body of 35, 23 are col-
lege graduates, and among those
training are Catherine Spaulding and
Sybil Palmer, both ex-Wellesley mem-
Tuition $500 for Two Years
The tuition, including the uniforms,
for the 28 months is $500 but scholar-
ship gifts and loans are available for
needing them. The student
es are given room and board, in
Nathan Smith Hall, in return for ser-
rendered the hospital during
their practical experience. These
hours of practical work are much
shorter than in the average training
chool since they are counted in the
equired forty-four hours a week,
leaving a day and a half free.
Among its staff members are two
3men especially worthy of note:
>an Goodrich who has been given an
tnorary doctor's degree at Mt. Holy-
;e and an honorary M. A. at Yale
and Miss Bertha Harmer who has had
Tied life in the nursing profes-
and is the author of one of the
most authoritative books on the prin-
ciples of nursing-
Social Aspects of Nursing Emphasized
While the School emphasizes techni-
cal skill such as operating room train-
ing, which is given during the first
r of clinical work, it should act
the basis for further study, as a
the
work. Miss Hodgman emphasized
especially the stress laid upon the
lI aspects of nursing, the admin-
istrative and executive fields for
hich there is probably a greater de-
mand than in the field of medicine
(which requires a more specific scien-
fic knowledge). All the nurses are
trained in the public health aspects
,'ery line and they are greatly en-
aged to use this specific training
and excellent background for social
and educational purposes.
There is no competition with men
in the nursing profession and nurses
from the Yale School are greatly in
and. not for positions of drudgery,
but for those along social, educational,
and executive lines generally, and in
ign fields for those interested.
YALE NURSING SCHOOL OFFERS
EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITIES
The advantages of the School of
Nursing in Yale University were fully
explained in a talk given by Miss
Gertrude Hodgman of the School, on
the afternoon of June 3. The Rocke-
feller Foundation, in making a study
INCREASING VARIETY OF WORK
IS OPEN TO WOMEN GRADUATES
"Calls from employers for appren-
tices, in every kind of work, received
at the dean's office at Mount Holyoki
show the increasing range of work
open to women graduates, and the in
creasing tendency to put vocational
emphasis on the general personal and
social training ol college life and
proficiency in extra-curricular activi-
ties," says an article in the Boston
Transcript. These calls show that
"not only is there abundant opportun-
ity for the college graduate, who goes
out to look for it with the earnestness
which any job-hunting requires, but
that employers are coming directly to
the colleges. During the six months
of the college year, there have been
twenty-three calls received from em-
ployers. There have been many calls
for graduates to fill new and different
kinds of teaching positions. Coaching
athletics, dramatics, public speaking
ind debating and glee club work are
lso included with teaching.
Some interesting positions are open
in Kindergartens and Grade Schools
for those who have done work in child-
psychology.
A great many women find places in
other colleges; in the men's colleges
is secretaries and as research assist-
nts, and in the women's colleges both
,s teaching assistants and in execu-
ive positions."
Also there have been available this
ear "jobs as assistant chemist in a
afety razor company, as psychologist
or a children's court, as secretary-
ibrarian in the foreigners' division of
a public library, as worker in a wo-
dustrial station, as food ana-
lyst and as publicity worker for a
school."
Among the interesting positions al-
eady accepted by members of the
iresent graduating class of Mt. Hol-
yoke are the following: student repre-
sentative of the staff for the Student
Volunteer Movement, research assist-
and technicians, assistant in psy-
chology in the Perkins Institute for
he Blind, an opportunity to study in
a divinity school in combination with
field work in religious education, stat-
istician and secretary to a person en-
gaged in commercial research, and
places in the training school of a well
known department store which ha
accepted several of the seniors.
The experience of the Dean's office
at Mount Holyoke shows there
steady and growing demand for wc
ollege graduates and a constant
'idening of their opportunities,
lso shows that a course in the liberal
arts, especially when combined witr
the personal and social discipline ot-
tered by the older residential colleges
has a unique vocational value, and
constantly opens up opportunities




The Unitarian Club met on May 2S
and elected officers for the coi
Dorothy L. Green '28
elected president; Frances Furber '27.
-President ; Agnes Talbot '29
Secretary-Treasurer.
The freshmen at Leighton House
gave a surprise party for Ruth Parlin
their village senior, on Thursday
June 3.
H. Elizabeth Smith gave a party for
her mother on Friday, June 4, at
Agora.
Constance Bailey, village senio
Little House, entertained her freshmen
at A. K. X. on Saturday, June 5.
Marion Josephi '22, Eleanor Mac
Ardee '22, and Grace Osgood '22 spen'
Tree Day in Wellesley.
Helen Stilson '25, Mary Louise
Scheidenhelm '25, Hilda Crosby '24
Beatrice Exstein ex '28 and Marion
Howard ex '26 visited in Wellesley last
On Wednesday evening, June 2, Miss
Mackinnon and Eloise Smith gave a
dinner at Claflin for the members of
the Wellesley C. I. E. party.
Mable Bourguignon '27 gave a tea
on Sunday afternoon, May 30, for
Anita Aery, from Flushing. N. Y.
Mrs. Gowing entertained on Satur-
day, June 5, the members of the pres-
ent senior class who lived with her
their freshman year.
Mademoiselle Marguerite Weill, a
member of the French Department in
1924 and 1925 to Monsieur Louis
Rocher, professeur au Lycee Lakanal,
Paris.
ex '26 Harriet Davenport to George
Seager, Williams '21.
'26 Roselle Covert Wall to Benja-
min Mans-on Rice, Harvard '24.
REMEMBER
The New York Wellesley Club
130 East 57th Street
offers its bedrooms to all Wellesley Women at Club Member-
ship rates through the summer months $2.25 to $2.75 per day
All outside rooms.
Announcing the Opening of
An Antique Shop
With a fine CoUection of
Early New England Antiques
I.WERNICK&SONS










^ \f \^\ Especially appointed
ISkl A RH^TONl for fraternal, club andN
society dinners and
dances, theatre parties
and all other social func-
tions. Visit our Isola




FRANK H. ABBOTT & SON
Under the direction of Karl P. Abbott
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE AT DARTMOUTH STREET
When hoop skirts and the
Virginia Reel were in
vogue, and loving hands at
home fashioned Grand lather's home
spuns for the prom .... even in
those days, Anheuser-Busch was
nationally known to good fellows.
And today .... when feminine
heads are bobbed and shingled, and
wc dance the Charleston in expen-





is the favored drink of college men
because, like the college man, flusch
Pale Dry is a good miser every
where and every time.
Anheuser-Busch StLouis
S. S. PIERCE CO.
Distributors Boston, Mass.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
ALTHOUGH NEW HERE LACROSSE
IS OLDEST GAME IN AMERICA
Wellesley has been hearing and see-
ing much of Lacrosse lately, but even
so it has not become an established
sport here as yet. At Spring Field
Day no award was given for it. In
view of this it is of interest to learn
that "Lacrosse is the oldest American
game originated by the Indians who
played it long before the Declaration
of Independence. As far back as the
French and Indian War it was used to
carry out an ingenious piece ot treach-
ery. In 1763. at what Is now Macki-
nac. Michigan, the British garrison
were celebrating the birthday of King
George III; and that wily, old Indian
Warrior Chief Pontiac. had his tribes
play a game of Lacrosse on the grounds
in front of the stockade as part of the
ceremonies. So interested were the
British, they were surprised when the
Indians, hundreds of them, suddenly
stopped playing, snatched tomahawks
from the blankets of the waiting
squaws and fell upon the unsuspect-
ing garrison."
"The great strides of Lacrosse in
this country may be observed by the
constantly increasing number playing
it. In nine years the number has
trebled. The United States Intercol-
legiate Lacrosse League with seven
members about ten years ago. became
so large that it was forced to divide
its membership into two geographical
divisions." There are over thirty
teams in the United States now and
the author of Lacrosse, the Real Amer
lean Game (which appears in tht
Spalding Athletic Library and i:
quoted above) predicts that in tct
years more there will be ten times a!
many. Certainly this is true if tin
women's colleges be considered. It i!
probably safe to foretell the establish
ment of Lacrosse at Wellesley for its
first year has been a promising one.
SPECIAL MEETING OF ALUMNAE
COUNCIL HRD AT WELLESLEY
The Council of tiie Wellesley Col
lege Alumnae Association held a spe
cial meeting at the College all day or
June 4. Clubs were well represented
councillors coming from as far as De
troit, Chicago, and Minneapolis; an(
nineteen classes were represented by
the class secretary.
President Pendleton greeted
representatives, and told of
academic honors which had come to
members of the Senior Class, reflect-
ing honor upon the college work.
Miss Wood, Director of the Bureau
of Occupations, outlined the work of
the newly created- Personnel Board,
and all are urged to consult Miss
Wood's article in the June issue of the
Wellesley Alumnae Magazine.
Recommendations of various sorts
were prepared for presentation at the
annual meeting of the Association to
he held June 21, and public announce-
ment was made that Mrs. Marie War-
ren Potter. President of the Associa-
tion, expects to visit every Wellesley
Club and organized group next win-
ter, completing a trip from coast to
coast before Christmas. She will make
it her business to make clear to Wel-
lesley women the importance of an
Alumnae Fund to the College and the
Association.
INSTRUCTION IN HYGIENE FOR
TEACHERS HERE IN SEPTEMBER
METHODS ANNOUNCED FOR THE
FORWARDING OF COLLEGE MAIL
The College has instructed the Wei
lesley Post Office to forward mail dur-
ing the Summer vacation as follows:
Letters aud first class mail tn be
forwarded according to printed direc-
tory unless otherwise requested.
Parcel Post addressees to be notified
Magazines and third class matter
to be held during Summer and de-
livered on opening of College.
Daily and Weekly newspapers to be
destroyed without notice unless re-
quested otherwise.
Owing to new rate on second class
matter it will he cheaper in most
cases to buy new copies than have
copies forwarded
Ellen F. Pendleton
NEWS has received the follow-
g notice from the Department of
Hygiene and Physical Education
:
The Department takes pleasure in
offering to students registered for the
professional course, to graduates, and
to other teachers of physical education
e weeks sports session begiu-
lg August 31st and continuing
through September ISth.
program is planned to supple-
ment the training of the professional
student and to enable the experienced
teacher to freshen or increase her re-
sources in this field. It will include
ntensive instruction in Hockey, La-
crosse, Basketball, Baseball. Track
athletics. Swimming, and Crew Row-
ing; daily discussion or lecture on
teaching-technique, selection of acti-
vities, and methods of mass organiza-
ion; practice in coaching and officiat-
ng. Private instruction in golf and
Ming can be arranged at unusually
easonable rates.
The Boston Board of Officials will
live examinations and rating of offl-
dals in basketball and hockey.
Mr. Carl L. Schrader, State Super
isor of Physical Education for Mas-
:achusetts. will speak on Athletic pro-
grams for Junior and Senior High
Schools. Ore
The schedule will be arrai
that the students registered in the De-
partment can secure at least three
hours a week eacb in hockey, basket-
ball, baseball, and track athletics;
one hour daily in discussion and lec-
ture; one hour daily in either coach-
ing or officiating; and additional hours
for further practice in the sports
above mentioned or in crew, swim-
ming or lacrosse according to the
needs of the individual.
The schedule will be arranged to
permit the experienced teacher to
cover a range of sports or to concen-
trate according to her need or wish.
An athletic program for girls from
V2 to 1* years will be scheduled from
3:00 to 5:00 each afternoon, which
will provide opportunities for teaching
and practice in officiating.
Registration will be limited to 75.
First place will necessarily be given
to students; graduates and other teach-
ers of physical education will be wel-
comed. Application may be made by
addressing Miss A. Elizabeth Ander-
son. Mary Hemenway Hall. Wellesley
College. It should be accompanied
by a deposit of 55.00, winch will be
deducted from final payment of fee,
statement of professional training, and
mention of the sports in which prac
tice is desired.
The Fee. There will be no addition
at fee for students registered with the
Department; for others a fee of ?50.00
will cover instruction, locker, baths,
and athletic supplies.
Living Accommodations. Rooms can
be secured in the Village within fif-
tee« minutes walk, or five minutes car
ride, from Mary Hemenway Hall at
from $4.00 to $8.00 a week. Reser-
vations may be made through Miss
Anderson or a room can be secured
upon arrival. Meals can be secured
at The Maples at $8.00 a week, or at a
number of acceptable tea-rooms and
restaurants. Room and board at Hor-
ton House, the faculty club, is avail-
able for a limited number at $15.00 a
i white blouse or middy, black
and bloomers. Individual mail
plainly marked "September Sports




G. Joyce Crau, Physical Training
College, Dartford, England
Basketball and Swimming
Vivian Collins Walker, Wellesley
College, Department of Hygiene
Track Athletics and Creiv Rowing






8.00 Monday, Wednesday. Friday
9.00 Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
5.00 Daily
LaCrosse
8.00 Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday








9.00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
10.00 Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday
Baseball
10.00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
2.00 Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday
5.00 Daily
Golf and Riding by appointment.
Girls' Athletic Program, 3-5 daily.
Supplementary practice at other
COLORS ON ACADEMIC GOWNS
SHOW DEGREES AND COLLEGES
At this time of year when academic
ocessions are of frequent occur-
ce, it is interesting to know the
eaning of the colors and form of the
gowns and hoods which are worn.
The black academic gowns make a
ry impressive appearance, blight-
ed by the colors of the hoods.
Besides making a brilliant contrast,
colors are indications of the
in which the degree was
taken and the college which conferred
The velvet borders representing
ie departments of learning a:
hite. arts and letters; scarlet, th
logy; purple, laws; blue, philosopl
science; brown, fine arts; pink,
green, medicine. The lining
of the hood denotes the institution,
blue being for Yale, crimson for Har-
vard; light blue with white chevron,
Columbia; orange with black chevron.
Princeton ; red with blue chevron.
University of Pennsylvania; royal pur-
ple, Williams; maize with white chev-
ron, Bryn Mawr; carnelian, with two
white chevrons, Cornell; maroon. Uni-
versity of Chicago; violet, New York
University; black with gold chevron,
Johns Hopkins ; green, Dartmouth
;
light blue. Mount Holyoke; purple
with white chevron, Amherst; maize
with blue chevron. University of Mich-
igan; dark blue, Wellesley.
REAGAN KIPP CO.
Diamond Merchants & Jewelers
162 Tremont St.,
General Information. Sports begin
it 8 o'clock Tuesday morning. For
those who wish, registration may be
completed, fees paid, lockers secured,
and individual programs arranged at
Mary Hemenway Hall on Monday.
August 30th. Consultation of the
tentative schedule printed will facili-
tate acceptable grouping and the ar-
rangement of a final adjusted schedule
fur the session.
Registrants should have medical as-
surance of their fitness for exercise
and should he governed by it in plan-
ning their work. They ynu.vt present
<i Pun! of Admission, which is issued
iiiion payment cf fee, to each in-
structor under whom they register.






A dainty, pretty corsage for
Garden Party, clusters of flow-
ers for the actresses in the June
plays, a handsome bouquet to
speed the charming graduate
—
all come from Fraser's.









To Grace Your Menu!
All Kinds of Drinks
Special prices by the ca3e.
For Parties and Spreads
A full line of delicacies at special
rates to college students for quality
SERVICE
In attempting to give full service w
gladly offer to do your Boston errand:
WELLESLEY FRUIT CO.
Commencement
Narrow white Bandeaux in




Venus Compressed Sanitary Napkins
Also by the box, $1.20—$1.44
Sanitary Belts
Ivy Corset Shop





LET US SHIP YOU HOME
We crate or pack and ship anything— anywhere
Special sizes in Boxes for all articles
Storage space for tea sets, pictures, etc.
JAMES E. LEE
$£ TLhe Blue dragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.





Owing to limited Garage accomodations in Wel-
lesley, we would recommend to Class of '27 Girls
who will have their cars here this Fall, that they make
reservations before leaving Wellesley. Quite a number
have already engaged spaces but we can make a few
more reservations.
We call for and deliver your car if you wish, and
can refer you to a number of '26 graduates as to the
class of Service we give.
ROBERT G. SMITH




Virginia Berkey to Milton Ha





•l«i Rinli Eastman to Robert Clay-
Ion McKay. June 1.
•20 Ruth Ault Bolgiano io Harold
Criiver Whittlesey, May S.
'25 Margaret Baker Doughty to
Lawrence Hudson Johnson, on May 29
in New York.
DIED
hip of God essential in a Christian
:ollege. 19; for administration pur-
(,
poses, 15; for miscellaneous events,
111
such as lectures, musical programs.
and the like, lo.
The principal trends of religious in-
.. rests among undergraduates, as set
forth in question three, are as fol-
STUDENT FEDERATION REPORTS
A COMPULSORY CHAPEL SURVEY
being more atheistic or insensible to
religion today than he was 25 years
ago. has now a clearer perception of
the relation of religion to life and so-
cial service, is the most striking con-
clusion to be drawn from the nation-
wide survey of compulsory chapel,
conducted by the National Student
Federation of America. The investi-
gation, the result of which embraced
every state but two in the country, inf
eluded the sending of questionnaires
to the college presidents, and the un-
dergraduate editors of the nation, as
well as to a representative group of
ministers who appear frequently be-
fore college assemblies of various
types. Following is the report issued
by H. C. Rose. Princeton 192S, chair-
man of the Federations Committee on
compulsory chape).
"The investigation on the subject of
compulsory chapel carried on by the
National Student Federation of Amer-
ica, has been conducted throughout in
an entirely impartial spirit, which has
aimed rather to discover the facts of
the situation than to foster a "revolt
of youth" or to assume an ultra-con-
servative stand. With this end in
view, questionnaires were distributed
to the number of 600 each to the col-
lege presidents and to the undergrad-
uate editors of the country, in addi-
I o) to 25 which were sent to repre-
sentative college preachers. The rela-
tively large response received from the
college presidents, seems to indicate
when compared with the scattering
student replies, that the agitation
among undergraduates on the subject
of compulsory chapel is not so wide-
spread as one might have been led to
"The questionnaires issued to the
college presidents contained the fol
lowing three questions: 'Do you favoi
compulsory chapel—'Sunday, weekday,
or both?' 'What do you deem to bt
the chief benefits of compulsory ctaa
pel upon your undergraduates?' 'What
do you believe to he the greatest
change in the religious interests of
the present students as compared
those of 1900?' Approximately 315
replies were received with the follow-
ing results from the "for and against'
poll contemplated in the first question
for compulsory Sunday chapel, 136
against, 176; for compulsory weekda;
chapel 22ii ; against, !i0.
"A geographical tabulation of th
categorical replies for nad against com
pulsory chapel appears to illustrat
the conservative tendencies of the
South, which was the sole region to
support both Sunday and weekdpy
chapel. New England, at the other
extreme, opposed them both, by nar-
rower margins. The remaining re-
gions were in general more strongly
in favor of compulsory weekday cha-
in 1 than of Sunday, the sentiment be-
ing implied in a number of cases that
the student's conscience be allowed
io serve as his guide on Sunday, in
cases where church services were ac-
cess ible
.
Following is a tabulation of the
benefits conferred by compulsory cha-
pel, as gleaned from the answers to
question two: affords religions in-
spiration, fosters idealism, 103: pro-
moter college unity, 103; fixes the
habit of worship. 4S; gives educat
in religion and places it on a par w
dependent, questioning attitude
eer to express its beliefs and more
i.patient of creeds. «2; no change.
>; change for the worse, 29; change
COLLEGES REPORT ON RESULTS
FROM PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
The service project of the American
Council of Education to supply
psychological examinations to the col-
leges has been very widely accepted
The project was started in the fall of
l!)2-t, with a psychological examina-
tion written by several authors. The
tests were given in 121 colleges. Since
seemed to be such a general call
for this service project, it was con-
tinued. This year's list of participants
includes 166 colleges and unfversi-
HARVARD AND OXFORD DIFFER
IN MODE OF LIFE AND STUDY
The Boston Tramcript reviews S. E.
Morison's series of articles, "Impres-
sions of Harvard After Oxford."
"Ik a roommate in college a help
or a hindrance?" Mr. Morison asks
He is explaining the different atti-
tudes taken toward intellectual
achievements in the two universities.
He admits that there has been "an
immense improvement in the last
twenty years, but a profound psycholo-
gical difference is still betrayed by the
fact that in Oxford work is called
reading, and in Harvard reading is
called work," "If any material de
vice could help matters," says Mr
Morison, "it would be the abolition o
roommates. The Oxonian reads alone
in his rooms as a cultivated gentleman
in his study, and freely discusses in-
tellectual problems with bis fellows
The Harvard man of today can onlj
find refuge from telephone, roommates
and callers, in the Widener Library.




ts of facts have been an-
namely, the norms of per-
in the eight tests, and the
erage score for each college in each
of the tests. The 1925 edition of the
mination contained eight parts
:
lpletlon test, arithmetic test, arti-
ficial language, analogies 1, analogies
2, number completion, absurdities and
opposites.
Each college on the participating
;t was asked to report the distribu-
tion of scores in eacii of the eight
s. Data were received from fifty-
colleges. The three best colleges
ach of the tests are as follows:
ompletion—Cornell, Wells, Dart-
mouth.
Arithmetic—Case School of Applied





(men and women, both in their sep-
arate and combined scores), Mt. Holy-
oke. Wells.
Analogies 2—Mt. Holyoke, Massa-















lit to accept whom they like and
horn they like, than
public questions a sir
a social club."
Th. Trn ipt.
DR. ARTHUR BRADFORD TO BE
COLLEGE PREACHER ON SUNDAY
Dr. Arthur Howe Bradford will
preach in the Houghton Memorial
Chapel on Sunday, June 13. He is
pastor of the Central Congregational
Church in Providence, Rhode Island
Dr. Bradford is an extremely popu-
lar college preacher. He has preached







Complete Picnic Luncheon Sets





Just to remind you that Vaca-
tion time demands plenty of
summery silk frocks.
And. of course, this is the place
to find the best silks at the best
Silks, Silk Hosiery, Silk
Underwear
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
























Agent for "The Sign of
The Kettle Candies"
SANDWICHES and SALADS
Tel. 1233 Box lunches
For Graduates
—
And Those Who Admire Them
When a new life is
beckoning, it is well to
remember that New
England's Greatest
Store is ready to serve
you in a friendly way
with all those necessi-









Housman • Shropshire Lad
Shakespeare - Sonnets
Marcus Aurelius - Meditations
Aucassin and Nicolete
Emerson - Essays
Life of Benvenuto Cellini
Anthology of Modern Verse
To Sublet in Cambridge
Furnished Apartment
2 Rooms and Bath
Harvard Square opposite
College Library








Claridge's Hotel Saturdays, July 3rd & 10th
11 P.M. to 5 A.M.
CONTINUOUS MUSIC BY
Dick Bowers' Band
"The Jolly Friars" of the Dartmouth Barbary Coast
"University of Illinois Serenaders"
THE NORTHFIELD
Easl Northffcld, Mb:







At 61 Central Street, Wellesley
In the Wellesley Arcade
till 9-00 P. M. Free deliv*
PHONE WEL. 1560
Home Made Confectionery, Ices, Light Lunches and Catering
